
The meat alternative that gives 
everyone just what they want
Our game-changing platform delivers plant-based offerings that 
are truly tasty, seriously healthy, and completely customized to 
individual preferences. Powered by our proprietary “Robot Chef,” 
SavorEat brings unprecedented quality and personalization to an 
exploding market.

The alternative meat industry is experiencing 
extraordinary growth. In 2020, the industry 
generated $3.1 billion in investments, more 
than any year to date,1 and it’s poised to 
expand by nearly 40 percent, to $140 billion, 
within the next decade.2 Meanwhile, 80 
percent of consumers today are more likely to 
buy a product that can be personalized.3

Right now, entrants into this market face 
key challenges: 

A Juicy Situation

FLAVOR & TEXTURE
Products must taste and feel like 
“real” meat

HEALTH & SUSTAINABILITY
Products should emphasize food-
safety and eco-friendliness

COLLABORATORS
Leading Food Service Companies

RESOURCES
• $18.5M raised, including $13M 

through IPO on TASE (TASE:SVRT)

INVESTORS AND GRANTS
• Millennium Food-Tech
• Mor Investment House
• Altchuler-Saham (ex. Psagot)
• Meitav Dash 
• Israeli Innovation Authority: approvals 

for grants exceeding $1.7M

1 GFI, 2 Barclays, 3 Epsilon 

VARIETY & POSSIBILITY
Products meet consumers’ unique 
desires/demands

Areas for growing the brand abound:

Next Steps

2022  Additional product reveal;      
         establishment of U.S. production lines

2023  Production and commercialization

2025  B2C offerings

Expanding Opportunities

Who We Are

MORE OFFERINGS
Including pork, chicken, and 
seafood (now in development)

MORE MARKETS
From local to global, from 
restaurants to institutional kitchens

MORE SERVICES
Collecting/analyzing insights on 
consumer preferences to fuel 
new product development

SavorEat’s extraordinary team has upgraded 
what’s possible in the meat alternative market. 
Our unique digital manufacturing technology 
creates offerings that provide consumers with 
across-the-board improvement: 

A Difference To Savor

GREAT TO EAT
Flavors, textures, and total eating 
experience that rival meat

COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZED
Assorted individual options, with 
preferences recorded

HEALTHY FOR YOU AND THE PLANET
Reduction of animal-based nutrition 
benefits bodies and the environment

IDEAL FOR FOOD SERVICE OUTLETS
The “easy operation” system is 
always convenient and adaptable

 SEPARATED AND AUTOMATED
Our fully automated IOT system is 
isolated from the kitchen environment 
(no contaminants)

savoreat.com

https://www.instagram.com/savoreat_plantbased/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/SavorEat-101143845519018/?ref=page_internal
http://savoreat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/savoreat



